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GIA offers “DiamondCheck” CVD Screening Device 

To Diamond Federation of Hong Kong, China 
 

Hong Kong, March 3rd, 2014: The GIA (Gemological Institute of America) generously provided their newly 

developed CVD screening device, DiamondCheck, to the Diamond Federation of Hong Kong, China (DFHK). 

This device will support the industry to prevent synthetic diamonds from entering the market as natural diamonds 

and help to maintain consumer confidence.  

 

 

Ms. Susan Jacques, President and CEO, GIA, Mr. Tom Moses, Executive Vice President and Chief 

Laboratory and Research Officer, GIA, Ms. Jennifer Wilson, Corporate Counsel, GIA, Dr. Wuyi Wang, 

Director, Research & Development, GIA and Mr. Ephraim Zion, GIA Board of director met Mr. Lawrence Ma, 

DFHK President & Chairman, together with ExCo members and members’ representatives at the appreciation 

luncheon held on Thursday February 20th 2014.  Ms Susan Jacques addressed that “GIA has always taken a major 

role in grading and education with the ultimate goal of maintaining consumer confidence worldwide. The GIA 

DiamondCheck is just another step forward in building confidence in diamond.”  From the technical side, Mr. 

Tom Moses added, “GIA has been researching and working extensively on the development of synthetic diamond 

detection, and the management felt the need and fully support the initiatives to equip all diamond bourses with the 

DiamondCheck, which can accurately identify as small as 0.01 to 10 Carat natural diamond from its synthetics". 

 
The DiamondCheck is now set up in the Diamond Federation and available to members of the DFHK and other 

trade associations at different phases without investing in the equipment.  

 

Mr. Lawrence Ma, said, “On behalf of the Executive Committee of the Diamond Federation of Hong Kong, Hong 

Kong diamontaires and Jewellers, we would like to express our gratitude for the GIA support for bringing this 

technology to Hong Kong. The DiamondCheck detection device will help the industry to screen their parcels to 

ensure that they are well protected under the Full Disclosure requirement stipulated by DFHK and further 

initiative to be launched later by the DFHK”. 
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